
DAZN

**About DAZN**

DAZN is a sport streaming service with which users can watch sport events on their smartphone

or tablet live or on demand. 

With DAZN you can follow all sport events live or on demand even when you’re on the move. You

not only have access to all important football matches but you can also enjoy other sports like

basketball, American football or tennis to the full. DAZN only provides videos in highest HD quality

and in full length so that you can follow the sport event even on your smartphone or tablet display.

**DAZN – features:**

-	Sports anywhere and anytime: With DAZN you can enjoy all sport events even on your

smartphone and tablet. The popular streaming service allows you to follow sports at any place and

at any time. You can either follow the sport events live or watch them on demand. With DAZN you

can decide when and where you want to watch sports. 

-	Many sports: With DAZN you cannot only follow all important football matches but also access

other sports like basketball, American football, motor sport, cycling or tennis. No matter which

sports you prefer, DAZN broadcasts all important events of your favorite sports. 

-	Follow all sports leagues: With DAZN you have access to the world’s top sports leagues. You can

watch matches of e.g. the NFL, NBA, Premier League or La Liga live or on demand. 

-	Videos in highest quality: No matter which device you are using for streaming, DAZN impresses

with highest video quality. You can watch all sport events in HD quality and in full length, so that

you can enjoy the match to the full. In addition to the match, DAZN also provides you all high lights

of the match and much extra information. 

-	2 devices, 1 account: With DAZN you have the possibility to stream on two devices at the same

time. Like that you don’t have to decide between football and tennis – you can just follow both

sports. 

Conclusion: With DAZN you have access to all important sport events. Not only football but also

basketball, tennis or motor sports can be followed live or on demand with the help of the app. You

decide where and when you want to watch sports. In order to have unlimited access to all games

and events you first have sign up for a subscription. 


